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ABSTRACT

Homogeneity of variance (HOV) is a major assumption
underlying the validity of many parametric tests. More importantly, it

serves as the null hypothesis in substantive studies that focus on cross-
or within-group dispersion. Despite a widely acknowledged need for
testing HOV, very few textbooks give adequate coverage on the topic,
and many HOV tests are still missing from statistical software
packages.

Using language comprehensible to those who have completed
only one introductory statistics course in college, this paper explains
14 representative HOV tests for five types of research situations.
Brief guidelines are provided as to when and how each of the HOV
tests is to be used, and sample programs are included for HOV tests
available from SAS/STAT. All the remaining tests can be easily
calculated by hand using descriptive statistics. The paper concludes
with a conceptual summary of four major approaches to HOV testing.
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Introduction

The statistical validity of many commonly used tests such as the t-test and
ANOVA depends on the extent to which the data conform to the assumption of
homogeneity of variance (HOV). When a research design involves groups that
have very different variances, the p value accompanying the test statistics, such as t
and F, may be too lenient or too harsh. Furthermore, substantive research often
requires investigation of cross- or within-group fluctuation in dispersion. For
example, in quality control research, HOV tests are often "a useful endpoint in an
analysis" (Conover, Johnson & Johnson, 1981, p. 351). In human performance
studies, an increase or decrease in the dispersion of performance scores within the
same group of subjects may shed light on how changing conditions affect human
behavior. Recent studies on gender-related differences in the dispersion of
academic performance have provoked substantive as well as methodological
interest in HOV (e.g., Feingold, 1992; Noddings, 1992; Shaffer, 1992; Hedges &
Friedman, 1993). Gould (1996) recommends a close scrutiny of decreasing or
increasing variation within a complex system for a more accurate interpretation of
trends.

Despite an acknowledged need for testing HOV, such tests are seldom
taught and often missing from software packages. This paper explains how 14
representative HOV tests may be performed for five types of research designs and
concludes with a conceptual summary of four major approaches to HOV testing.

I. One-Sample HOV Test

A convenient chi-square test can determine whether the difference between
a sample variance and a known or posited population variance is large enough to
reject the null hypothesis, 110: a12 = a02. SAS/STAT does not have a special
procedure for the test. However, once S2 is known through PROC MEANS or any
option that provides basic descriptive statistics, the test can be done with minimal
computation.

Z 2 = (n 1)S2

where n = sample size
S2 = sample variance

a02 population variance
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The x2 test has (n-1) degrees of freedom. The critical value for a chosen
significance level can be found in the x2 table available in most statistics textbooks.
The test is not accurate when the population deviates from normality and the
sample size is small.

II. Two-Sample HOV Test

This test, known as the folded form F test, is automatically conducted when
PROC TTEST is invoked. The folded form F test uses the ratio of the larger
variance to the smaller variance to test the null hypothesis, Ho: a12 = a22.

F' = 512/
5,2

where S12 = larger variance
Ss2 smaller variance

The following SAS statements, with GROUP as the independent variable
and SCORE as the dependent variable, produce, among other things, the folded
form F':

PROC TTTEST;
CLASS GROUP;
VAR SCORE;
RUN;

The test has (n1 1) and (ns 1) degrees of freedom for the numerator and the
denominator respectively. Because the larger variance is always taken to be the
numerator, F' is always larger than 1. In other words, only one direction of the F
distribution is considered. SAS/STAT adjusts for the directional tail and prints out
the correct p value. Should anyone try to conduct the test by hand and refer to the
conventional F table, he or she needs to remember that the listed critical F at the
significance level of 0.05 actually means a significant level of approximately 0.10
in the case of the folded form F test (Ferguson, 1981, pp. 189-192). The test is
very sensitive to deviations from the normal distribution.
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III. HOV Tests Involving Two Or More Samples

Hartley's Fma, test is a shortcut method for testing the overall null,
H : = a = . Instead of taking all the variances into account, it
focuses only on the ratio between the largest and the smallest variance. It is the
two-sample folded form F test generalized to more than two samples:

Fmax Smak 2 S min2

where Smal = maximum variance
S mm = minimum variance

The test is not available from SAS and requires equal or roughly equal sample
sizes under the assumption of normality. The table of critical F. values for
various combinations of k (number of groups) and n (if all the groups have the
same size) can be found in Kanji (1993, p. 182) or Rosenthal and Rosnow (1992,
pp. 608-609). When the groups have slightly different sample sizes, the harmonic
mean may serve as the adjusted sample size n' (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991, pp.
338-339):

harmonic mean = k 1 E ni

where k = number of groups
ni = size of the jth group

Even though the F. test can reject the overall null, it cannot pinpoint
between which two groups heterogeneity of variance occurs. For that purpose, the
researcher needs a multiple test analogous to Duncan's test following the rejection
of the overall null in one-way ANOVA. David's multiple test (1954) extends the
folded form F test a step further to pairwise comparisons among k groups, always
placing the larger variance over the smaller one, as is done in the folded form F'
formula. For critical values for the Duncan-type multiple HOV test, see Tietjen &
Beckman's maximum F-ratio table (1972). This test requires equal or roughly
equal group sizes and is very sensitive to departures from the normal distribution.
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As an improvement on Hartley's F,,, test, which involves only the
maximum and the minimum variances, Cochran's G test, also known as
Cochran's C test, uses the dispersion information in all the k groups. It is
appropriate for equal or roughly equal size groups and is typically used in the
situation where one group seems to be drastically more spread out than all the
other groups sharing more or less the same variance. In that sense, it is a test to
identify an outlier in terms of variance.

G = Smax2 (k MSen.or)

where Smax2 = maximum variance
N = sum of all sample sizes
k = number of groups
MSeir, = E(X )2 / (N-k)

Cochran's 0, or C, is basically a variance ratio, except that the denominator is the
product of k (number of groups) and the pooled within-group variance, often
referred to as MS within or MSerror, available from the one-way ANOVA printout.
SAS does not have an option for the test, but it can be done indirectly through
ANOVA plus a little bit of calculation. The following SAS statement generates,
among other things, MSenor:

PROC GLM;
CLASS GROUP;
MODEL SCORE = GROUP;
RUN;

This test requires a special table of critical values for various combinations ofk
and n (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991, pp. 610-611; Winer 1971, p. 876). The
harmonic mean may be adopted as the adjusted n' if the groups have roughly equal
sizes.

Unlike all the previous tests that directly compare two variances in a ratio,
the Bartlett-Kendall test uses the log transformation of the variance, because the
sampling distribution of the log variance is normally distributed. The numerator in
the formula is the log of a variance ratio.
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ZB_K = [ln (Sma,(2) ln (Sm2)] / (n/2)"

where n = sample size
Smax2 = maximum variance
Smin2= minimum variance

This test applies to equal size samples. In case of samples with roughly equal
sizes, the arithmetic average of the sample sizes is used in the formula. A special
table is needed for critical values (Bartlett & Kendall, 1946; Pearson & Hartley,
1970, p. 203). The Bartlett-Kendall test and Hartley's Fmaxtest, one using log
transformation and the other using the variance ratio, produce practically identical
results.

Another test that involves log transformation of the variance is the Bartlett
X2 test. The transformation allows the X2 distribution to serve as the basis for
rejection of the null. The log transformation also improves (though not much)
robustness in case of departures from the normal distribution, but in doing so,
reduces power slightly.

N ln E[(ni
1)

ln E(ni 1)S.

1 + [(E
1 1

/ 3(k 1)]
n 1

)
N

where N = sum of all sample sizes
k = number of samples
nj ----- size of the jth sample
Si= variance of the jrn sample

The numerator is essentially based on the negative log of the ratio between the
group variance and the geometric mean of the k group variances. The denominator
is a correction factor to improve approximation to the x2 distribution. The chi-
square test has (k-1) degrees of freedom. This likelihood test is sensitive to
departures from the normal distribution. Preferably, the samples have comparable
sizes. The Bartlett test does not have a subsequence multiple comparison
procedure. The following SAS statements conduct the Bartlett test:
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PROC GLM;
CLASS GROUP;
MODEL SCORE = GROUP;
MEANS GROUP / HOVTEST = BARTLETT;
RUN;

When the groups have different sizes, Levene's test is recommended. The
test has two options. For Option One, group means are calculated first. For each
person, the absolute deviation of the person's score from the mean of the group to
which the person belongs is calculated, I xy - x1 I. This absolute deviation
represents how far the person is displaced or spread out from the group mean. Such
variables are known as spread or dispersion variables. Since the variance of each
group is related to the sum of the absolute deviations within the group, testing the
differences among the group means of the absolute deviations through the regular
one-way ANOVA is tantamount to testing homogeneity of variance. Option One
is recommended for highly skewed data. The SAS statements for Option One are
included:

PROC GLM;
CLASS GROUP;
MODEL SCORE = GROUP;
MEANS GROUP / HOVTEST = LEVENE TYPE = ABS;
RUN;

Option Two shares the same logic with Option One, but the spread variable
is the square of the absolute deviation. (xy - x1)2. SAS runs Option Two by default.
One can also specify TYPE = SQUARE in the program above to call up Option
Two. One weakness of Levene's test is that it may allow a higher Type I error rate
than it should.

An improvement on Levene's test is the Brown-Forsythe test, which
follows the same logic underlying one-way ANOVA except that the spread
variable becomes the square of the deviation from the group median, rather than
the group mean. When all the distributions are normal, the Brown-Forsythe test
and the Levene's test Option Two are identical. The SAS Institute recommends
the Brown-Forsythe test as the most powerful "to detect variance differences while
protecting the Type I error probability" (1997, p. 356). It is not yet clear what
multiple comparison options are appropriate following Levene's test or the Brown-
Forsythe test.
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Another ANOVA-based test is the O'Brien test, which relies on yet another
spread variable r through a formula that allows the statistician to choose a weight
(w) between 0 and 1 to adjust the transformation:

= [(w +nr2) ni(xii-53)2 341 Si2(ni4)] [(1r1) (ni-2)]

where w = weight (usually 0.5)
ni = size of the jth group
Sj2 = variance of the jth group
x.- =score of the ith person in the jth group
5-9 =mean of the jth group

The most commonly adopted w is 0.5 to offset the anticipated moderate departure
from kurtosis=0. The actual kurtosis is almost never known, and the choice of w
other than 0.5 rarely makes a critical difference in practice. When no w is
specified, SAS, by default, coverts the dependent variable into r using w=0.5 and
then subjects r to the regular one-way ANOVA. The following SAS statements
accomplish the O'Brien test:

PROC GLM;
CLASS GROUP;
MODEL SCORE = GROUP;
MEANS GROUP / HOVTEST = OBRIEN W = 0.5;
RUN;

The W = 0.5 option above is redundant, but it demonstrates how the researcher can
specify other values for the weight. O'Brien suggested a prudent procedure for
subsequent contrasts (1981). Once the null Ho: a12=a22...=ak2 is rejected, the
researcher need resort to Welch's variance-weighted one-way ANOVA (1951),
which is robust to heterogeneity of variance:

F
--.K4.)2 1(k 1)]

wj
2

DN./
1 +

2(k 1) [I
(k2 1) nj 1
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where k = number of groups
nj = size of the jth group
SJ.2 = variance of the jth group
w. = n- /J .1

gj -= mean of the jth group

Wi -5elf
Radj. E

Ew
(adjusted overall mean)

This F test has the regular df (k-1) for the numerator and an adjusted df for the
denominator:

(1
-tvi

)2
3 Ew

df = {
2

[E
J 11-1

(k

For testing HOV between two groups, O'Brien suggested that each contrast
between two groups be conducted as a separate Welch ANOVA because the error
term, MSerr, "may be an inappropriate error term for specific contrasts...that do
not involve all the cells of the design or have unequal absolute contrasting
weights." (1981, p. 572) The researcher may control the Type I error rate by
adjusting down the significance level through the Bonforroni method:

a' = a / K

where a = intended significance level for the study (usually 0.05)
a' = adjusted significance level for each contrast
K = number of contrasts

SAS statements to run Welch ANOVA are given below. Note the dependent
variable SCORE refers to the transformed variable, not the original variable.

PROC GLM;
CLASS GROUP;
MODEL SCORE = GROUP;
MEANS GROUP / WELCH;
RUN;
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Complex contrasts, e.g., Groups 1, 2 and 3 vs. Group 4 are possible using
the same Welch ANOVA, according to O'Brien (1981). Therefore the O'Brien
test can deliver more detailed analysis than any other methods, as the reader will
soon see in IV. HOV Test for Factorial Designs.

As an example of the non-parametric alternatives, the modified Sidney-
Tukey test (Conover, Johnson & Johnson, 1981) is explained here. It is not a
widely adopted test, but it is interesting and practical enough to qualify for the list
of selected HOV tests covered in this paper. The score of each person in the k
groups is converted into an absolute deviation:

d = - )7;1

wherexi; = score of the ith person in the jth group
= mean of the jth group

The absolute deviations are ordered from the smallest to the largest and assigned
ranks in the following manner: the smallest d is ranked 1 and the largest d is
ranked 2. In the remaining (N-2) ds, the largest gets 3 and the smallest, 4. In the
next round of the remaining (N-4) ds, the smallest gets 5 and the largest, 6. A chi-
square test is performed on the rank r.

where ni = size of the jth sample
= mean rank of the jth group

R = mean of all the ranks
Sr2= unbiased yariance of r

This modified Sidney-Tukey test has (k-1) degrees of freedom. Even though SAS
does not list the option, the test can be run through other nonparametric methods
under PROC NPAR1WAY, but the researcher need convert the scores first. In the
SAS statements below, SCORE refers to the rank variable, r.

PROC NPAR1WAY;
CLASS GROUP;
VAR SCORE;
RUN;
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SAS does not exactly perform the Sidney-Tukey test. When only two groups are
involved, SAS runs the Wilcoxon rank sums test (Sidney & Castellan, 1988, pp.
128-137), with more than two groups, it switches to Friedman two-way analysis of
variance by ranks (Sidney & Caste Ilan, 1988, pp. 174-183). Their results are
comparable to those of the modified Sidney-Tukey test. Because ranks, rather than
absolute deviations, form the basis of the analysis, the test has less power. The

reported x2, can be conveniently converted into F using the formula below:

F=[x2/(k-1)} I [(N-1 -X2)/(N-k)]

The F test has (k-1), (N-k) degrees of freedom. Type I error rate tends to be
slightly higher when F approximation is adopted than when x2 is used. However,
the difference is negligible (Conover, Johnson & Johnson, 1981, p. 360).

IV. HOV Test for Factorial Designs

For the two-way ANOVA fixed-effect factorial design, O'Brien proposed a
robust procedure to test HOV (1979, 1981). The beauty of it is that it can attribute
differences in variance to the main effects of independent variables A and B and
the interaction effect AXB. It works with both balanced and unbalanced designs
and allows subsequent multiple comparisons for more detailed analysis. It is the
O'Brien test for one-way ANOVA generalized to the two-way situation. For the
purpose of this paper, it is called the generalized O'Brien test, even though it is
exactly the same test as the one explained above. The generalized O'Brien test is
simply a two-way analysis of variance of the transformed variable, r, and Welch
ANOVA can be conducted for pairwise comparisons with the significance level
adjusted down through the Bonforroni method. The transformation to the spread
variable r follows the formula:

2n )n . (x )2 WS jkjk 2 jk yk 1)
rJk =

(n jk 1)(n 2)

where w = weight (usually 0.5)
nik = size of the group at the jth level of one independent

variable and the kth level of the other independent variable
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= score of the ith person in the group at the jth level of one
independent variable and the kth level of the other
independent variable

)31 = mean of the group at the jth level of one independent
variable and the kth level of the other independent variable

Sik2 = variance of the group at the jth level of the one
independent variable and the kth level of the other
independent variable

SAS statements for two-way ANOVA with the transformed r variable SCORE as
the dependent variable are listed below:

PROC GLM;
CLASS A B;
MODEL SCORE = A B A*B;
RUN;

O'Brien recommended Welch ANOVA for subsequent multiple comparisons
(1981). The reader is referred to the discussion on the O'Brien test for the one-
way ANOVA design for details.

V. HOV Tests for Two Correlated Samples

Correlated samples are typically involved in pre-post designs or studies that
match the two subjects in each pair. HOV tests for such situations need to take
into consideration the correlation between the two sets of scores. A positive
correlation plus a statistically significant increase in variability indicates greater
dispersion of prior differences. A positive correlation plus a statistically
significant decrease in variability means reduction in prior differences. However,
when a negative correlation occurs, the researcher may have to reconsider the
research question and search for reasons other than the treatment to account for the
reversal of the direction of individual differences. Should a zero correlation occur,
the matching process has failed its purpose. The groups might as well be treated as
independent samples. The discussion below proceeds on the assumption that the
correlation is positive.

The t-test for the difference between the variance of two correlated samples
is not available from SAS. Fortunately, it is simple enough for hand calculation.
The West has (n-2) degrees of freedom.
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t =
[(1 r2 )4S12 S; 2A° 5

where S/2 = variance under one condition
S22= variance under the other condition
r = correlation
n = sample size

A lesser known alternative to the above t-test is the Fr test, which follows
the sampling distribution of the Pearson con-elation r with df = (n-2) (Kanji, 1993,
p. 38). First the ratio of the larger variance to the smaller variance is calculated
(F'). Then Fr is computed using the following formula:

Fr = (F' - 1) / [(F' + 1) 4r2F']°.5

where F' = variance ratio
r = correlation

Critical values for various degrees of freedom at the 0.05 or 0.01 level of
significance are available from the Pearson correlation table in most statistics
textbooks.

It may be in order here to call the reader's attention to the possibility of
extending Levene's test to the pre-post design of testing HOV (Rosenthal &
Rosnow, 1991, p. 340), that is, conducting the regular repeated measures ANOVA
on the absolute deviations. But this author is not aware that the procedure has been
validated through mathematical proofs or Monte Carlo studies. Should such an
approach prove to be feasible, it might have very interesting implications for the
largely unknown territory of HOV testing involving more than two repeated
measures.

VI. Summary

The 14 tests discussed in the paper are representative of four major
approaches to HOV testing. The major approaches outlined below may serve as an
efficient mental organization for nearly all the HOV tests. Most of them have not



been included in this paper because they are judged, in comparison to the selected
14 methods, to be redundant, inaccurate or too elaborate to be practical for applied
research.

The conceptually most straightforward major approach deals directly with
the variance, or more frequently, the variance ratio, e.g., the one-sample x2 test,
two-sample folded form F test, Hartley's Fnuo, test with David's multiple
comparison procedure, Cochran's G test, t-test for two correlated samples and Fr
test for two correlated samples. Unfortunately, this approach is also most sensitive
to symmetry and kurtosis. Those tests are easy but not robust. Many of those
tests cannot deal with unbalanced designs. These tests are most likely to be
mentioned in introductory level statistics or research design textbooks often
without the caveat that they represent the least robust approach to HOV testing.

The second major approach relies on the natural log transformation of the
variance because the log variance approximates the normal distribution quite well.
The Bartlett-Kendall test and Bartlett x2 test in this paper demonstrate the
approach. Likelihood ratio tests based on log variance are more robust than
variance ratio tests. However, many statisticians still feel that they are quite
vulnerable to deviations from normality.

The third approach applies the logic of ANOVA to transformed variables.
Tests, such as Levene's test, Brown-Forsythe test, and O'Brien test with Welch
ANOVA serving as a prudent procedure for multiple comparisons, have a strong
appeal to non-statistician researchers and compare favorably to all the other
approaches in terms of power and robustness. Among the three tests discussed in
this paper, the Brown-Forsythe test and the O'Brien test may have overall
advantage over Levene's test. The O'Brien test is particularly appealing because it
applies to both one-way and two-way ANOVA and comes with a handy Welch-
type procedure for multiple comparisons, all of which can be accomplished within
SAS/STAT. Methodologically, it is also more sophisticated because it allows
kurtosis to come into play through the weight w. This author recommends the
ANOVA approach for a pedagogical reason as well. Since HOV is typically
discus§ed in conjunction with ANOVA, ANOVA on differences among means and
ANOVA on differences among variances share the same logic. Directing student's
attention to HOV ANOVA serves to reinforce the conceptual understanding of
ANOVA and at the same time addresses the issue of heterogeneity of variance, a
topic largely ignored in most of the textbooks.
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The last major approach to HOV testing is the nonparametric alternative
represented by the modified Sidney-Tukey test. In the past, many attempts were
made to conduct HOV testing by way of ranks to simplify computation. All of
them use the chi-square approximation. With the easy access to computers today,
those methods do not seem to have much to recommend themselves for, and they
are not available from most of the software packages. Attention to the
nonparametric alternatives has been declining. It is quite possible that those
methods will eventually be replaced by the ANOVA approach.
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